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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Heska serves a very special market with a unique set of needs. 
Through our research and ideas, we've crafted a marketing 
campagin that will be able to effectively solve the needs of the 
target market. Using our strategies, we will bring value to the 
company through this campaign through email blasts, trade 
shows, a new micro site, and some very targeted follow-up 
promotional activites. 

The Heska Time campaign is designed to influence current and 
potential consumers into purchasing a quality, efficient, and 
reliable IV pump. Through our messaging, we are communicating 
the value the pump can bring to their practices by highlighting the 
pump's benefits and showing how those unique qualities will save 
the Veterinarians time and energy. 

 We based our promotion strategies off of attendees going to the 
American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine trade show. 
We also designed stress kits to combat the problem of compassion 
fatigue with current veterinarians, and will send them in totes with 
the sales team to any follow up leads after the trade show. We 
will measure our results based upon the current sales method of 
personal selling, and we expect to increase sales 15%. 

Heska's valuable brand image will not only be preserved through 
this campaign, but will be taken to new heights. 
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CUSTOMER ANALYSIS

Heska currently serves the emergency veterinarian and 
veterinary technician market in the United States. The total 
number of Veterinarians in the United States as of 2016 is 
107,995. Of that number, 43,996 are Male and 63,857 are 
Female. To be segmented further, there are 6,121 companion 
animal veterinarians practicing in private clinics. 

Those that are not buying from Heska are turning to the 
competitors for various reasons. For example, Jorgensen 
Laboratories offer “specials” every month. This tactic targets 
price conscientious practices, or start up practices that are 
lacking available capital. 

Price cuts vary in percentage, but since Heska doesn’t cut costs 
for a single item, but rather multiple items, customers that lack 
capital are pushed away. Jorgensen also offers a Twin Pump. 
Heska pumps are single pumps, which lack usability in some 
cases. Another possible reason for customers purchasing from 
competitors are strong previous relationships with the company. 
It’s hard to break a B to B bond without a company not 
fulfilling it needs. 
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Jorgensen offers a similar pump to compared to Heska called the 
Jorvet Infusion Pump M-12. Jorgensen has many strengths with their 
product. One major strength is the cost. Jorgensen sells its product 
for $990. It is as accurate as the Heska IV pump with accuracy +/- 
5%. Their pump also has a bright LCD screen rather than just 
numbers as seen with Heska. Their screen shows battery life, 
amount of fluid remaining in the infusion, drip rate, total volume 
infused, and IV set brand and type. A lot of information is easy to 
find compared to Heska’s screen. Another feature of the pump is a 
two year warranty. An advertising strength that they offer are price 
cuts. On their website across the top navigation bar, they have a 
tab titled “Specials.” These specials change monthly, so they want 
this to be very noticeable to their web traffic. 

A weakness in Jorgensen’s IV pump are the buttons. They offer two 
different IV pumps, but both have more buttons, and more room for 
error in setup. 

They promote through trade shows, and through their vendors. 
Most veterinary equipment vendors offer Jorgensen products. On 
their website they offer a PDF catalog that contains all of their 
products. They are also advertising through most major social media 
sites. 3



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Leading Edge carries a pump called the Conntrol-V 935i IV Pump, 
and has the same basic features as the Heska pumps. The Conntrol- 
V can use any IV tubing set (Abbott/Hospira, Baxter, and more). It 
can be simultaneously calibrated to different tubing sets. It is 
accurate to +/- 3%. The pump has the ability to switch between 
tubing sets with the flip of a switch. The product has memory 
functions from previous infusions, and can be easily programmed. 
There are audible and visible alarms. Battery life with this product 
lasts three hours. Any service/repair request is done in Denver, 
Colorado. 

In order to purchase their product, you have to find a distributor, 
and or purchase a pre-owned pump from a 3rd party store. Unlike 
Jorgensen, their website isn’t visually appealing. One can see it was 
made for a distributor rather than individual customers coming to 
purchase the product. On the website they say to purchase their 
products through one of the licensed retailers and to contact them. 
Leading Edge has a YouTube channel discussing their products, as 
well as elaborating on how it will benefit veterinarians.  
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POSITIONING ANALYSIS

When a customer purchases products from Heska, they know 
they are getting a quality product with great customer service. 
That being said Heska currently sells their IV Pump at a premium 
compared to competitors, but the quality and useability of the IV 
pump is unmatchable. Current customers hold Heska to higher 
standard due to the quality of their current products. There are 
plenty of customer testimonials on Heska’s website, and the 
testimonials compare different IV pumps.  

Promotion wise, competitors reach new clinics and customers 
through trade shows. Leading Edge has a YouTube Channel 
LeadingEdgeVet that shows the qualities of the Conntrol-V 935i 
pump. However they are inactive with this tool because their last 
video was 3 years ago. Jorgensen promotes its products through 
trade shows, and distributors of their products. The big advantage 
with their promotional strategy is that they have a section on their 
website showing each tradeshow they will be at, along with booth 
numbers if they have that information. Jorgensen Laboratories are 
on every major social network: Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, 
Google+, etc.   

Heska's strength comes from positioning the portfolio of brands as 
trust worthy, durable, easy to use, accurate. For the purposes of 
this project, we want to capitalize on those strengths by 
positioning Heska as a friend to Veterinarians and their practices. 
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TARGET MARKET ANALYSIS

For this specific campaign, we will be targeting vet practices in 
Urban and Suburban regions. These individuals are committed 
to their veterinarian career. They seem to have more of an 
emotional attachment to their everyday job than most. 

 As we have research revealing that there is an increase in 
emergency animal clinics in such areas. The after-hours 
obligations of companion-animal clinical practitioners has 
decreased significantly as many owners in these region are 
beginning to collaborate to establish emergency clinics. This 
study noted that, “these factors and others serve as incentives to 
attract a majority of new veterinarians entering the profession to 
pursue companion-animal private practice.” To further segment 
this large market, we will be ideally focusing on practices that 
will be attending the American College of Veterinary Internal 
Medicine trade show. 

The Companion-Animal Vets and Vet Techs from this market 
are those that operate at late hours and under high-pressure 
situations. Heska’s Vet/IV Pump is an excellent solution to this 
need as the product is recognized and proven to be one that is 
easy to use, lightweight, reliable, and durable over many years.  
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TARGET MARKET ANALYSIS

Our research revealed that there is an increase in depression 
and suicides within the veterinary industry. Moreover, there is a 
new presence of “Compassion Fatigue” in Companion- Animal 
Vets, where they lose motivation to serve their clients, and fall 
into a work-related depression. Given this psychographic 
feedback, we want to be very sensitive of these factors in our 
messaging, and communicate our product’s value in a way that 
shows the need it can fill to make the tough job of a Vet a little 
easier.  

Indirectly with our internet tactics, we will be targeting any 
practice that is surfing the web and hopefully they will land on 
our microsite. For instance those that are trained on Heska 
pumps, love them, so we would also like to target teaching 
hospitals as well as veterinary technician and doctoral programs. 
Through the messaging of our campaigns will remain consistent, 
we will cater it to each audience so that it is appealing to Clinic 
Owner/Practitioners, Vet Techs, and the higher education 
institutions they receive their training from.  
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OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS

Heska has huge market opportunity as the Pet Care Services 
industry has seen a consistent growth of roughly 38% 
annually.With such, there has been an influx in after-hours 
emergency veterinary clinics in Urban and Suburban areas, all of 
which have a strong demand for this product. From a legal 
standpoint, there has recently been an increase in regulations 
enacted by the state and federal governments to enhance animal 
welfare, prevent abuse, and ensure that all animals are receiving 
proper care. 

Heska currently has a few weaknesses internally and externally. 
There are similar products offered by competitors that can have a 
direct impact on revenues. Heska provides a quality IV pump that 
needs specific tubing for it to operate properly. As the tubing is 
not provided with the purchase of a pump, consumers are forced 
to purchase it separately. Heska conducts all sales through a sales 
representative which prohibts online sales. This does present an 
inconvenience to the customer as they have to wait until the 
normal 9-5 business hours to contact a sales rep and start the 
order process.  
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STRATEGIES

Heska IV pumps are a friend to Veterinarians and a valuable 
asset to their practice. By using Heska you will never have to 
guess about the quality or trustworthiness of the IV pumps. We 
are dedicated to providing a reliable product to you and your 
practice, because we know how important it is. Heska’s IV pumps 
come with 6 buttons allowing you to easily set functions. All IV 
pumps come with a one year warranty and last over 10 years, so 
you can be certain you’ll get your money’s worth out of our 
product. 

Heska Time is the time you save by using Heska IV pumps in 
your day-to-day operations. Heska products are reliable and 
simple to use so you can spend less focusing on your patients and 
more time focusing on yourself. Heska’s IV pumps use only 6 
buttons, allowing you to set all functions faster, as well as making 
all functions simpler. It is also essentially universal to animals of all 
size, saving you the time it would take to switch sizes. Heska IV 
pumps are long lasting so you don’t have to waste time buying 
more pumps, more often.   

The life of an ER Vet is challenging, chaotic, and unpredictable. 
 The products they use shouldn’t be.

Run Your Practice on Heska Time

Given our research, we have chosen to communicate with the 
target market through this campaign with the following 
messaging strategies:
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OBJECTIVES

Our main objective is to increase sales revenues of the Vet/IV 
2.2 Infusion Pump by 15% by releasing our Heska Time 
campaign at the American College of Veterinary Internal 
Medicine trade show . At this trade show we will unveil our 
final campaign which introduces the Heska Time ideology of 
simplicity. 
Through the campaign launch at the show, we would like to 
see the generation of 300 qualified leads. During the trade 
show, Heska representatives will be giving out the newly 
designed ‘Heska Time Watches’ to the first 1000 guests that 
bring the vouchers to the booth. The idea behind the watches is 
to create the concept of Heska Time being tangible. The watch 
portrays time and reminds the veterinarians that there is 
always time in the world. With this concept, Heska’s products 
are here to create more time during their stressful moments on 
the job.
Leading to the release of the promotion we are going to create 
a microsite, with Heska videos. Having an up-to-date microsite 
with videos that demonstrate your concept of simplicity and 
stress free products will help attract potential leads prior to the 
show. Our objective here is to increase web traffic by 20%. 
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Tactics
Heska Time

Microsite Tradeshows Email Blasts

Increase Sales by 15%Objective
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Email Blasts

EMAIL BLASTS
To introduce the campaign, we recommend sending out email 
blasts every two weeks for two months prior to the The 
American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine trade show. 
This will allow the veterinarians and technicians the opportunity 
to get familiar with the product and new positioning. The first 
graphic would ideally set the stage for the campaign by 
introducing this new concept of ‘Heska Time’ and explaining the 
value it can bring to their practices. In hopes of making Heska 
Time something real and tangible for customers, we believe 
giving out Heska watches as a promotional item to a select few 
clients would  be valuable. In these introductory emails, there 
would be a voucher for these free watches with an invitation to 
stop by the Heska booth to have a conversation about the peace 
of mind that can be delivered to their practice by using the Heska 
Vet Iv 2.2 Infusion Pump. 

The following graphics can be used in the eblasts to act as calls to 
action for the trade show: 

halfway
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RUN YOUR PRACTICE ON HESKA TIME
Because Heska Time Brings Peace of Mind.

HESKA
TIME

Heska Time is the time you 
save by using Heska pumps 
in your day- to-day 
operations. 

Our products are simple to 
use and reliable. So you can 
spend time focusing on your 
patients or taking an extra 
moment for yourself. 13



RUN YOUR PRACTICE ON 

Because Heska Time Brings Peace of Mind.

HESKA TIME

Stop by Booth #3367 to 
learn how the Heska Vet IV 
2.2 Infusion Pump can bring 

peace of mind to your 
practice. 

.The American College of 
Veterinary Internal Medicine 
Specialty Symposium

June 8-10, 2017
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PRESENT THIS VOUCHER 
AT  BOOTH #3367 
TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE 
HESKA WATCH

So you can run 
your practice on..

HESKA
TIME 15



Tradeshows

TRADESHOWS
As the email blasts will ideally set the stage for this campaign, the 
implementation stage will be at the American College of Veterinary 
Internal Medicine Specialty Symposium Show on June 8-10th. We 
recommend launching the campaign at this show as it will be 
towards the middle of the trade show season, so the success of the 
campaign can be measured early on. With the success of the 
campaign, it can be continued through the rest of the summer and 
improved for the next year of trade shows. The targeted attendees 
for this show are ones that we believe will respond positively and 
find value in the Heska Time campaign. 

At the event, attendees that received the email prior to the show 
can redeem their voucher for the watch. Upon receiving the watch, 
this allows the Heska Sales Team a unique opportunity to make 
the correlation between the watch and the 'Heska Time' that is 
generated through the usage of products like the IV Infusion Pump. 

We also recommend adding the Heska Time logo and a direct link 
to the microsite to the sales literature for the show. 

Gain 300 Qualified New Leads Objective
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Microsite

HESKA TIME MICROSITE

To allow this campaign to be fully integrated, it is vital to have a 
web component. We recommend creating a microsite specifically 
dedicated to the Heska Time Campaign. 

On the site, there will be tabs that explain the purpose of Heska 
Time, Product Specifications, Testimonials, Contact and Customerr 
Support information, and Product Advantages.  
There will also be a link out to the Heska YouTube Channel. Here 
we recommend the generation of new content relevant to the 
"Heska Time" that can be saved in the daily operations.  

Increase web traffic by 20% Objective
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HESKA
TIME

RUN YOUR PRACTICE ON 

Vet/IV 2.2 Infusion Pump

What Is Heska Time?

How Can Our Pump 
Help You?

Testimonials

We're Here to Help. 
- Contact Us - 

What Will You 
Do With Your 
Heska Time?

@HeskaLoveland
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HESKA
IV PUMPS

HOW CAN

SAVE YOUR PRACTICE TIME?

EASE OF USE

DURABILITY

ACCURACY

COMPACT SIZE

LIGHTWEIGHT
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EVALUATION

We will first measure the effectiveness of our campaign
by assessing whether or not the goal of 15% more sales 
was reached. If our marketing efforts gained 45 or 
more sales per month and stayed within budget by the 
end of December, it can be concluded that our 
campaign was successful. 

After sending out 3,300 email blasts containing 
vouchers to receive a free Heska watch, we will 
determine how many of those stopped by the booth 
and turned in their voucher. We will also assess how 
many sales were made from the 2,000 leads that 
received a stress kit following up from the trade show. 

The effectiveness of our campaign can be calculated 
numerically through finding the cost to acquire a single 
new customer. This can be found by dividing the 
campaign cost by the number of new customers gained 
through the trade show, email blasts, and stress kits. 
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BUDGET
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